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Lava dots: Rice makes hollow, soft-shelled
quantum dots
Rice University
Investigation of quantum dots leads to new particles formed by molten
droplets

Serendipity proved to be a key ingredient for the latest nanoparticles discovered at
Rice University. The new “lava dot” particles were discovered accidentally when
researchers stumbled upon a way of using molten droplets of metal salt to make
hollow, coated versions of a nanotech staple called quantum dots.
The results appear online this week in the journal Nanotechnology. The researchers
also found that lava dots arrange themselves in evenly spaced patterns on flat
surfaces, thanks in part to a soft outer coating that can alter its shape when the
particles are tightly packed.
“We’re exploring potential of using these particles as catalysts for hydrogen
production, as chemical sensors and as components in solar cells, but the main
point of this paper is how we make these materials,” said co-author Michael Wong,
professor of chemical and biomolecular engineering at Rice. “We came up with this
‘molten-droplet synthesis’ technique and found we can use the same process to
make hollow nano-size particles out of several kinds of elements. The upshot is that
this discovery is about a whole family of particles rather than one specific
composition.”
Like their quantum dot cousins, Rice’s lava dots can be made of semiconductors like
cadmium selenide and zinc sulfide.
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Wong’s lab has been working steadily to improve the synthesis of quantum dots for
more than five years. In 2007, Wong’s team discovered a cleaner and cheaper way
to synthesize four-legged quantum dots — particles smaller than a living cell that
look like tiny versions of children’s jacks. These “nanojacks,” which are also called
quantum tetrapods, can be used to harvest sunlight in a revolutionary new kind of
solar panel.
The key step in the 2007 discovery was the use of a surfactant called CTAB. In 2010
Rice graduate student Sravani Gullapalli was attempting to refine the “nanojack”
synthesis even further when she discovered lava dots.
“This new chemistry to make the tetrapods was fairly cheap, but we were looking
for an even cheaper way,” Wong said. “Sravani said, ‘Let’s get rid of this expensive
phosphorus surfactant and just see what happens.’ So she did, and these little
things just popped out on the electron microscope screen.”
Wong recalled the team’s initial surprise. “We said, ‘What is going on here? How do
you go from four-legged nanojacks to these little balls?’”
He said it took the team more than a year to decipher the unusual formation
mechanism that yielded the hollow, soft-shelled particles.
To make the particles, Gullapalli added three kinds of solid powder — cadmium
nitrate, selenium and a tiny amount of CTAB — to an oil solvent. She then slowly
heated the mixture while stirring. The cadmium nitrate melted first and formed tiny
nanodroplets that cannot be seen with the naked eye.
“Nothing happens until the temperature continues to rise and the selenium melts,”
Gullapalli said. “The molten selenium then wraps around the cadmium nitrate
droplet, and the cadmium nitrate diffuses out and leaves a hole where the droplet
once was.”
She said the cadmium selenide shell surrounding the hole is nanocrystalline and is
enveloped in a soft outer shell of pure selenium.
When Gullapalli examined the lava dots with a transmission electron microscope,
she found them to be bigger than standard quantum dots, about 15-20 nanometers
in diameter. The holes were about 4-5 nanometers in diameter. She also noticed
something peculiar: When sitting by themselves they appeared round, and when
tightly packed, the shell appeared to become compressed, even though neighboring
dots never came into actual contact with one another.
“That’s one of the twists to this weird chemistry,” Wong said. “The solvent forms its
own surfactant during this process. The surfactant coats the particles and keeps
them from touching each other, even when they are tightly packed together.”
Wong’s team later found it could use the molten droplet method to make lava dots
out of zinc sulfide, cadmium sulfide and zinc selenide.
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“We found that the hollow particles met and even exceeded some performance
metrics of quantum dots in a solar-cell test device, and we’re continuing to examine
how these might be useful,” Gullapalli said.
Additional co-authors include former Rice undergraduate Jason Grider ’12; Rice
graduate student Minjung Cho; former Rice postdoctoral researcher Hitesh Bagaria;
Kyu-Sung Lee of Arizona State University; Vicki Colvin, Rice’s vice provost for
research and the Kenneth S. Pitzer-Schlumberger Professor of Chemistry; and
Ghassan Jabbour, director of the Solar and Alternative Energy Engineering Research
Center at Saudi Arabia’s King Abdullah University of Science and Technology.
The research was supported by the Shell Center of Sustainability at Rice University
and SABIC Americas.
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